
Staff Report 16-228

Approved
Special Meeting of the

AC TRANSIT RETIREMENT BOARD

July 25, 2016

ROLL CALL

Chair Jeffrey Lewis called the meeting to order at approximately 9:10 am

Members Present Sue Lee, Davis Riemer, Joyce Willis, Vice Chair Yvonne Williams and Chair
Jeffrey Lewis
None

None

Absent at Roll Call
Members Absent:

Also Present: Hugo Wildmann, Retirement System Manager; Albert Yam, Retirement System
Staff; Russell Richeda, Legal Counsel; (the following individuals were at part of the meeting);
H.E. Christian Peeples, District Board President and Liaison; Michael Hursh, AC Transit General
Manager; Ralph Martini, AC Transit Controller; Don Eckert, AC Transit Director Mgmt and
Budget; Kyle Spradling; Amit Ghodasara, Graham Schmidt, Cheiron; Tim Doyle, Chevron; Carolyn
Smith, NEPC.

PUBLIC COMMENTS

None

Chair Lewis commenced the meeting by discussing the loss of Adelle and mentioned how fond
he, and the Board was of her. He also mentioned attending Adelle's funeral. A moment of
silence was observed.

Hugo mentioned that the General Manager had another commitment and would like to leave
the meeting at around 10:00 AM. As a result, the Board decided to begin the meeting by
discussing the actuarialissues on the agenda.

f. Presentation by Cheiron on the 2016 Preliminary Valuation Results and Assumption
Alternatives.

Hugo began by reviewing the issues we discussed last month. He mentioned that according
to the "Cost Letter", the District's pension contribution was going to increase from $45.8
million to $46.8 million. As a percentage of payroll, the contribution will decrease from
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34.6% to 34.2%. The funded ratio decreased from 65.8% to 63.3% on a market value basis.
He mentioned that in his view the Retirement Board is not under any time pressure to
arrive at the District's 2016/17 contribution and that at times the process can take several
meetings. In his view it is better for the process to take a bit more time and encourage
discussion than to try and quickly arrive at a decision. Hugo then introduced Cheiron for
their presentation on some of the questions which the board came up with in the last
meeting

Graham and Tim presented the findings from Cheiron. As the Board had requested, Chevron

had surveyed several other investment consultants and compared the impact from the
different capital market assumptions used. They explained that the inflation expectation
of many public plans is often different from the investment consultant's expectations.
Hugo explained the Board's concerns that many of the consultants' short-term projections
are much lowerthan our expectation. Graham explained that their projection on the actual
return would be somewhere in between the Short-Term Projection and the Long-Term
projection. Although our nominal return assumption is higher than NEPC's and other
consultants' assumptions, our 4.25% realreturn(net of inflation) is in line with other results
shown in this survey (Callan at 4.14%, PCA at 4.29%, Verus at 4.58%); and therefore ours is a
reasonable expectation for the next 10 years. Member Reimer asked if the different
investment consultants were sourcing from the same benchmark. Graham answered that
he had confirmed the indices used.

Graham also demonstrated the resulting impact under several different scenarios, if we
were to make changes to eitherthe inflation assumption orthe realreturn assumption. The
baseline Projection is our current assumption of 7.25% return and 3% inflation, which shows
the District's contribution increased from $46.9 million in 2016 to $58.9 million in 2036.
Graham assumed a 6.25% return and 2% inflation scenario, which showed the District's
contribution going from $46.9 million in 2016 to $57.9 million in 2036. However, cost as a
percentage of pay becomes greater, from 24% to 30%, because pay is lower due to a lower
Inflation assumption. Chevron also went over several scenarios with a reduced investment
return and discount rate assumption, under either the normal amortization schedule, or
with a three-year phase-in funding arrangement. They all showed a higher required
contribution than our current contribution expectation of$46.9 million.

Chevron addressed the options on the amortization policies for the unfunded liability. The
District's unfunded liability is currently amortized under a 12-year rolling period, with the
exception of a 23 year amortization period for a portion of the 2008 extraordinary
Investment loss. Cheiron also presented a model in which the balance of the 2008 loss basis
was amortized over a 20-year fixed period. If the District were to switch to a 20-year fixed
period, it would require an increase in the funding towards the special loss payment (from
$5.7 million to $6.2 million in FYE2017), but this switch would shorten the repayment
schedule by 3 years, and would save the District$17.8 million in interest payments.
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Lastly, Cheiron presented information on changing the approach towards financing future
changes in the unfunded liability. The actuaries explained that most public plans use a
layered amortization approach, under which any gain or loss in a given year would be
amortized on their own separate period of time. Layered amortization is becoming more
common nowadays, and it is what the California Actuary Advisory Panel recommends
because it shows a clearly defined repayment schedule. However, with layered
amortization, the Plan may see some additionalvolatility in contributions in years in which
the amortization schedule associated with a large gain or loss layer concludes. Hugo
reminded the Board that there are severalways to increase funding to the Plan. Reducing
the rate of return would also cause a decrease in the funded ratio as a result of using a
lower rate to discount our liabilities. Changing the amortization schedule to a shorter period
would not have this negative impact on the funded ratio.

The Board expressed its concern about the unfunded liability and requested Cheiron to
provide the layered amortization impact compared to the current rolling amortization
policy, reflecting both a one-year and three-year phase in of the possible changes to the
investment return and Inflation assumptions shown earlier in the meeting. . Graham
agreed to return next month and provide the Board with the information it requested
pertaining to the impact of making changes to any of the amortization schedules on the
plan's funded ratio and the District contribution.

Chair Lewis called a recess at 10:12 AM

The meeting reconvened at 10:17 AM

CONSENT CALENDAR

Chair Lewis requested that several revisions be made to the minutes

MOTION; second; carried to adopt the Consent Calendar with the revisions noted above. (5-0
0-0)

Ayes:
Noes:

Abstain
Absent

Members Lee, Roemer, and Willis, Vice Chair Williams, and Chair Lewis -- 5
None
None
None

APPROVED

A. Approval of Minutes forJune 1, 2016
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With the revision noted above

APPROVED

B. Approva] of Financials for May 20].6

APPROVED

C. Approval of Invoices for $152,086.84

APPROVED

D Approvalof Retirement for July/August 2016
1. Sharon Grant (July1
2. William Morris (July)
3. Allen Perry (July)
4. Harvey Criswell (Augusta
5. Patricia Criswell (Augusta
6. Kenneth Gales (August)
7. Mark Hanes (August)

APPROVED

REGULAR CALEN DAR

E. Approval of Retirements for July/August 2016 with conditions, if any
1. Adelle Foley (July)
2. Ruthie Shockley (August)

3. Patricia(Lane) Diehl -- Term Vested(July)

Vice Chair Williams asked about Adelle Foley's pension start date. Hugo said that staff will
verify if the date is correct and willchange the date if it is incorrect.

MOTION second, carried: to adopt the retirements listed above.. (5-0-0-0)

G. Draft Joint Meeting Agenda

Hugo addressed i the Draft Joint Meeting Agenda. He mentioned that he had met with the
General Manager, District Secretary, General Counsel and two District Board members in
preparation for the October joint meeting. One of the questions the District wanted on the
agenda was how the investment portfolio had performed since the Board made several
large asset allocation changes. The District would like the analysis to compare the
performance of the current portfolio with the portfolio if the changes had not been made.
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Chair Lewis reminded everyone that the portfolio was changed due to the hiring of a new
Investment consultant, not as a result of the market downturn of 2008. Director Peeples

explained that District's Board is curious because of the public news of the CalPERS

portfolio. The Board discussed the District's request and instructed Carolyn Smith at NEPC
to provide a draft of the requested analysis at the August board meeting. Chair Lewis
suggested that some wording on the Draft Agenda be rephrased.

H. Benefit Statement

Hugo presented to the Board the draft version of the Benefit Statement for 2016 that will
be mailed out to all District employees later this year. The Board had no comments on the
benefit statements.

Asset Allocation and Investment Manager Update

Carolyn Smith of NEPC presented a brief investment update. She explained there was
volatility in the market in June because of the impact of Brexit and the strength of the US
dollar. From the total fund performance perspective, our plan is lagging its benchmark
primarily as a result of our equity managers. The Board discussed the performance of
Sands. The Board agreed to keep a close eye on their performance. Sands is currently
scheduled to be reviewed under the Domestic Equity sector in December; the Board asked
NEPC to move that forward to November instead.

J. Private Equity Education

Carolyn started the education session on Private Equity. She explained how Private Equity
investments work for institutional investors. Carolyn mentioned that Private Equity is a
broad term, and there are different categories within such as venture capital, growth equity
anon-exchange traded), buyouts and secondaries.

Carolyn described a Fund-of-Fund structure for private equity. This would add an additional
layer of fees but would offer much broader diversification. She thought this would be the
best structure for us to use. Carolyn recommended the Board focus on an initial 5%
allocation to this asset class. She also described the "J curve" and how during the initial
investment period a private equity portfolio would produce negative returns for the plan.
The impact of a private equity portfolio on the overall liquidity of the plan was also
discussed. The Board discussed the expected return of private equity which Carolyn
mentioned was approximately 2.00% higher than U.S. equities. Hugo asked if this
differential provided the plan with sufficient additional income to merit investing in this
asset class. The Board discussed the asset class and agreed that they would like additional

presentations/discussions on the topic.

Chair Lewis ca]]ed a recess at ].1:59 AM
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The meeting reconvened at 12:09 PM

K. ESG Reporting

The Board held an extensive discussion on Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG)
investing. This discussion was a continuation from prior meetings. Carolyn reviewed a
report that the Board had requested which detailed how our investment managers used
ESG screens. The Board discussed the history of ESG investing, how other public plans are
handling ESG issues and if the Board should take a position on ESG. The complexities of ESG
were discussed along with the amount of staff and Board time that would need to be
devoted to ESG prior to the Board taking a position. Several Board members voiced the
view that ESG was an important topic to pursue. Hugo mentioned that the subject is
complex and that staff would need to spend time on it before the Board makes any
decisions. He mentioned with tobacco divestment does one divest just from companies that
make cigarettes or also from companies that transport or sell cigarettes. Russ was asked
about the legal standard for ESG investment. The Board requested additional information
from Carolyn, Russ and Hugo.

L. Investment Policy Statement Review

Hugo reminded that Board that as part of our annual review of the Investment Policy
Statement we were updating the document to incorporate changes we had made to our
Investment managers in the last year. Chair Lewis pointed out a needed revision to the
Introduction section.

MOTION: RIEMER/WILLIAMS to adopt the statement with the revisions noted above. (5-0
0-0)

M. NEPC Work Plan for 2016

Hugo went overthe Work Plan for remainder of 2016. The August meeting willnow include
the Quarterly Performance Report, portfolio analysis for the Joint Meeting, follow-up info
on Private Equity, and ESG; PIMCO willbe postponed until later in the year.

N. Calendar Year 2016

Next meeting willbe August 25, 2016 with start time at 12:00PM

O. Department Staffing Update

Hugo explained that both the current Administrator position and the newly approved
Analyst position, were posted on the Job site, and there have been candidate applications
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received. He asked what involvement the Board wanted in the hiring process. The Board
discussed this and decided that they did not need to be involved in the hiring process.

P. IRS Tax Determination Letter

Legal Counsel Richeda explained that the IRS will be processing determination letter
updates one last.

Q. 2015 Financials

MOTION: RIEMER/WILLIS to accept finalversion of the audited financials.(5-0-0-0)

R Update on Contract for Retirement System Manager

Legal Counsel Richeda explained that he is working on the revised contract for Hugo, and
coordinating the effort with the District's general counsel. District counsel suggests and
concurs that the contract agreement shallbe updated. Once the finalized version is ready,
it will be presented to the Board for review. The Board understands that it will be
retroactively effective to the Board's initialapprovaldate once it is approved.

S Updates on Calculations for Former Union Officers(Gardner)

Hugo updated the Board on the status for Mr. Gardner and the Union Officers. We had sent
to their counsel the settlement agreement and he had sent back some changes. Our goal
is to have this item finalized for the August's Agenda.

T. Retirement System Manager Report

This item is the request by Member Willis and Vice Chair Williams to attend the 62nd Annual
Employee Benefits Conference by IFEBP in Orlando, Florida

MOTION: RIEMER/LEE to approve the request. l5-0-0-0)

U. Closed Session

There was no Closed Session

ADJOURNMENT

The Board adjourned its meeting at ].:26PM
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